“A Taste of Summer Carnival” SUPPLY LIST
#1 Supply:

Sewing Machine in good working order that you are familiar with.
Please bring instruction manual to class if available.

Basic:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Cutting Matt and Rotary Cutter with a new blade
Ruler – best size is 6” x 12” for general cutting
Ironing Pad or a thick towel
Iron
*NOTE: Ironing stations can be shared by up to 4 persons in each workshop
Universal Foot or ¼ inch Foot
Thread, pins, seam ripper, scissors…you know the drill…all the stuff you need to sew with while in
class.
Marking Pen or Pencil visible on light and dark fabrics (I love Sakura white gel pens for marking dark
fabrics. You can find these in the scrapbooking section of most hobby stores)

Fabric:
The goal in class is to make a few scrappy Meems quilt blocks. Fabric yardage is somewhat
open ended as some will sew faster than others. Feel free to bring more…never bring less. ☺
A BONUS table runner pattern will be given at the time of the workshop. I am a firm believer
in trying out a pattern and learning the construction tips while making a few blocks in the
workshop. These blocks can be used in the bonus pattern or the start of a full size quilt. So feel
free to truly bring scraps vs. cutting into yardage for these workshop learning blocks.
1.

(12-15) 1.5” x 10” strips. This 10” is a MINIMUM. Strips can be longer no need to cut
them down prior to class. Make sure you have a good variety of colors, value and
prints. No traditional backgrounds needed.

2.

(7-10) 2.5” x 15” strips. This 15” is a MINIMUM. Strips can be longer, no need to cut
them down prior to class. Make sure you have a good variety of colors, value and
prints. DO NOT REPEAT FABRICS USED IN #1.

3.

(3-4) 2.5” x WOF strips that are neutral in color. Lights: white, off white, cream, taupe,
light grey, small prints will work but shouldn’t be too much as it will compete with the
explosion of color that is the rest of the block. You truly want this fabric to be a
background.

Most Important Supply:

A Sense of Humor and a smiling face. We are going to spend some time
sewing (and possibly swapping) fabric with a bunch of new friends. The ability to listen, laugh and learn will
make it a success for all who walk thru the door!
NOTE: Half Scrap Quilts – the book in which this pattern is found is NOT required for workshop
participation. I will have handouts covering the block(s) we will work on in the workshop. If you wish
to buy a book at the workshop it will be available at a special price for attendees.
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